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Body Wisdom Energy Healing 
Module 4 

Part 6 – Chakra Retrieval and Replacement 
 
Chakra Retrieval and Replacement 
 
Just like our last technique, this technique is always going to be indicated if there are chronic problems in or 
around a certain chakra.  There may not be a specific organ of complaint, but the whole area around the 
chakra may be in question.  Just like organs, an individual should always have all their chakras fully 
functioning, as well.  Therefore, you can use this technique to heal a diseased chakra or one that causes the 
client chronic difficulty.  This can help avoid further physical procedures such as organ removal or another 
chronic disease. 
 
That being said, there may be other not so noticeable reason to replace a chakra.  In chapter 15 of Hands of 
Light, picture 15-5 shows many different malfunctioning chakras and explains the stories behind them.  These 
are just a few things you might “see” as you begin to work on the chakra system.  When you see these things 
with inner sight, or get “guidance” to replace a chakra, do it.  It is really easy and can give your client a much 
needed lift in their field.  Because their job is to draw in energy from the outer field, they can often get 
overworked or clogged from routine inappropriate choices made over and over again by a client.  Some simple 
examples:  not speaking your truth: 5th chakra, chronic heart closing: 4th chakra, chronic family of origin issues: 
base chakra, chronic money issues or constantly pulling in ‘bad men’: second chakra, just to name a few. 
 
Steps for Chakra Retrieval and Replacement 

1. Complete a full chelation, removing clouds and mucus on the 2nd and 4th levels. 
2. Return to holding 2nd level to do the procedure. 
3. Focus on the area of the diseased chakra. 
4. Call in Archangel Michael. 
5. Using both hands, reach in and gently lift the diseased chakra out of the client and hand it off to your 

guides and angels, specifically Archangel Michael.  He will take the diseased chakra and provide you with 
a new one to replace it.  Place the new chakra in its new home. 

6. You will want to place “stays” (kinda like energetic thumbtacks) around each chakra to hold it in place.  
The more vortices each chakra has, the more “stays” it needs.  For instance, there are only 4 vortices in 
first chakra so place four “stays” around it to hold it.  There are 970 in seventh chakra so place several 
(12?) all around it to hold it in place. 

7. When this is done, hold 1st level and restructure the area. 
8. Fill the space with rose light. 
9. Integrate and smooth on all the subsequent levels: 2-7. 
10. Remove any remaining clouds or mucus. 
11. Reach in and spin the chakra clockwise to make sure it is moving and securely fastened in. 
12. Chelate up from that point. 
13. Close as usual. 


